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Abstract Gene promoters are essential regions of DNAwhere
the transcriptional molecular machinery to produce RNA mol-
ecules is recruited. In this process, DNA epigenetic modifica-
tions can acquire a fundamental role in the regulation of gene
expression. Recently, in a previous work of our group, func-
tional features and DNA methylation involved in the ovine
HSP90AA1 gene expression regulation have been observed.
In this work, we report a combination of methylation analysis
by bisulfite sequencing in several tissues and at different de-
velopmental stages together with in silico bioinformatic anal-
ysis of putative regulating factors in order to identify regulative
mechanisms both at the promoter and gene body. Our results
show a “hybrid structure” (TATA box + CpG island) of the
ovine HSP90AA1 gene promoter both in somatic and non-
differentiated germ tissues, revealing the ability of the
HSP90AA1 gene to be regulated both in an inducible and con-
stitutive fashion. In addition, in silico analysis showed that
several putative alternative spliced regulatory motifs, exonic
splicing enhancers (ESEs), and G-quadruplex secondary struc-
tures were somehow related to the DNA methylation pattern
found. The results obtained here could help explain the differ-
ences in cell-type transcripts, tissue expression rate, and tran-
scription silencing mechanisms found in this gene.
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Introduction
Gene expression varies among tissues and even different cell
types but also in response to specific signals (physiological,
environmental, etc.). The main mechanism of transcriptional
regulation is orchestrated by proteins called transcription fac-
tors (TFs), which promote (as activators) or block (as repres-
sors) the recruitment of the RNA polymerase II (Pol II
complex).
A promoter is a DNA region where the transcription of a
particular gene is initiated. Two main types of promoters
have been described (Carninci et al. 2006): TATA box-
enriched initiated at a single transcriptional start site
(TSS) and 5′-CpG-3′ dinucleotide (CpG)-rich promoters
containing multiple TSS. In TATA box-enriched promoters,
the initiation of transcription by the RNA polymerase II ma-
chinery encompasses several sequence motifs including the
initiator (INR), the TFIIB recognition element (BRE), or the
downstream promoter element (DPE) (Butler and Kadonaga
2002). Moreover, TATA box-enriched promoters in conjunc-
tion with enhancers, repressors, and insulators define combi-
natorial codes that specify gene expression patterns (Kim et al.
2005; Juven-Gershon et al. 2008). However, CpG-rich pro-
moters usually lack the regulatory elements and display dis-
persed initiation patterns (Deaton and Bird 2011).
Approximately 65–70 % of promoters have associated CpG
islands (CGIs) and are generally hypomethylated, while pro-
moters conta ining low CpG densi ty are usual ly
hypermethylated (Saxonov et al. 2006; Weber and Schubeler
2007). Furthermore, CpG-rich promoters often contain multi-
ple Sp1 transcription factor-binding sites (Carninci et al.
2006). They are more “plastic” because in addition to TFs,
their transcriptional activity is subjected to epigenetic control
(Carninci et al. 2006). Recently, the term “hybrid” promoter
has appeared to define those ones characterized by the pres-
ence of both a CGI and a TATA box structure (Carninci et al.
2006; Deaton and Bird 2011).
Methylation is a major biochemical alteration that gov-
erns multi-tiered epigenetic regulation of gene expression.
In mammals, methylation is mainly found in CpG dinucleo-
tides at the C5 position of cytosines and is generally associated
to CpG-rich promoters. CpGs are methylated in bulk DNA
with the exception of called CGIs (Bird 1986). CGIs consist
of multiple CpG sites ranging from 200 to 3000 nucleotides
(Deaton and Bird 2011) and are frequently associated with
promoter regions, 5′ ends of housekeeping and many tissue-
specific genes and 3′ ends of some tissue-specific genes
(Gardiner-Garden and Frommer 1987). Methylation of CGIs
is associated with a repressed chromatin state and inhibition of
gene expression (Bird and Wolffe 1999). For most genes,
hypermethylation of CGIs is linked to transcriptional silenc-
ing. DNA methylation silences transcription through three
different mechanisms: (1) sterical obstacle by which methyl-
ation prevents the binding of TFs in their specific target sites
(Watt and Molloy 1988), (2) specific recognition of methyl-
CpG binding factors (MBPs) that can trigger a potentially
repressive response (Klose and Bird 2006), and (3) the re-
pressed condition of chromatin modifications (Medvedeva et
al. 2013).
Genome-wide analyses of DNA methylation have shown
distinct profiles of DNAmethylation associated with different
cell types and tissues, suggesting that methylation is important
for cellular identity (Bernstein et al. 2007). In mammalian
development, the global DNA methylation profile of the ge-
nome is dynamically reprogrammed during gametogenesis
and early embryogenesis (Reik 2007). During embryogenesis,
DNA is passively demethylated along early cell divisions.
Subsequently, de novo DNA methylation of dividing cells
establishes the CpG methylation marks that guide restriction
of gene expression patterns associated with tissue-specific lin-
eages (Smith et al. 2012). In adult tissues, CpG methylation
marks must also be maintained by DNA methyl-transferases
during DNA replication to preserve the identity and function
of differentiating cell types and for self-renewal of adult stem
cell populations (Trowbridge and Orkin 2010; Bocker et al.
2011; Berdasco and Esteller 2010).
Taking only into account the information content of alter-
natively spliced sites (ASSs) with consensus sequences like 5′
splice sites, 3′ splice sites, and branch sites is insufficient for
splice site selection (Cartegni et al. 2003). Some factors are
responsible for splicing regulation, which are essential to en-
sure a correct gene expression, CGI methylation, exonic splic-
ing enhancers (ESEs), or G-quadruplex (G4) structures. The
role of CGI methylation is well known, but its impact on
alternative splicing is still unclear (Anastasiadou et al. 2011).
Previous studies have shown that a specific DNA structure
may influence the alternative splicing, in particular, DNA
methylation of cytosine at exons compared to introns
(Shukla et al. 2011). There is evidence that a DNA-binding
protein like the CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) can promote
inclusion of exons. However, the presence of methylation on
CpGs can compromise its binding to DNA, thus contributing
to tissue-specific alternative splicing by alternative promoters
(Shukla et al. 2011; Wan et al. 2013). The study of tissue-
specific differentially methylated region (T-DMR) allows the
identification of transcription factor-bindingmotifs containing
CpG dinucleotides. These T-DMR analyses are associated
with binding motifs with either exon inclusion (positive reg-
ulation), exon exclusion (negative regulation), or both (Wan
et al. 2013).
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ESEs are other regulatory splicing factors that detect cis-
elements, and they act like splicing enhancers and splicing
silencers (Cartegni et al. 2003). These splicing regulatory el-
ements can be affected bymutations (Cartegni et al. 2003) and
DNA methylation. The recognition of ESEs’ CpG-containing
sites by splicing regulatory factors (SR proteins) can also be
altered by methylation (Anastasiadou et al. 2011).
A well-characterized secondary structure that has a great
impact on translation is the G4 structure. These structures
are guanine-rich nucleic acid sequences that can fold into a
non-canonical tetrahelical structure that is very stable and has
the ability to strongly repress translation (Beaudoin and
Perreault 2010). The sequence motif G≥3NxG≥3NxG≥3NxG≥3
confers the ability to form a four-stranded (G-quadruplex or
G4) structure in which interactions among strands are stabi-
lized by G-quartets. G4 motifs are enriched at the TSS, the 5′-
UTR, and the 5′ end of the first intron and depleted in coding
regions (Maizels and Gray 2013). In the promoters of several
eukaryotic and prokaryotic genes, G-rich sequences with po-
tential to form G4 have been identified (Rankin et al. 2005;
Rawal et al. 2006; Stevens et al. 2014). The potential for G4
structures to inhibit DNA synthesis has long been recognized
(Han et al. 1999; Boán et al. 2004), as has its ability to act as a
transcriptional repressor (Siddiqui-Jain et al. 2002; Lin et al.
2013). An early work described stabilization of G4 through
cytosine-cytosine base pairing, an effect that was greatly en-
hanced by cytosine methylation (Hardin et al. 1993).
Moreover, an exceptional ability to methylate unusual DNA
structures by DNA methyltransferase has been pointed out
(Smith et al. 1991). G4 motifs can occur at methylated sites.
For example, the CpG island of the oncogene BCL2 contains
G-rich regions capable of forming a G4 structure, and it has
been shown that methylation of cytosines within the G4 motif
markedly stabilizes the G-quadruplex (Lin et al. 2013).
Heat shock (HS, also known as heat stress and hyper-
thermia) is one of the primary organism and cellular
stressors. The transcription of more than 100 genes, such
as encoding factors participating in protein folding, degra-
dation, transport, RNA repair, and metabolic pathways, is
upregulated under HS conditions (Gasch et al. 2000;
Tabuchi et al. 2008; Richter et al. 2010). The best known
genes involved in the heat shock response are those
encoding the heat shock proteins (HSPs) which are synthe-
sized in response not only to HS but also to other types of
cellular stressors (Csermely et al. 1998). The HSP90AA1
gene encoding the inducible form of the HSP90, hsp90α, is
ubiquitously expressed, but brain and testes are the tissues
in which the highest transcription levels are found
(Sreedhar et al. 2004). Hsp90α is necessary for spermato-
genesis and meiotic progression in mammalian testis (Grad
et al. 2010). The ovine HSP90AA1 gene has been studied
thoroughly by our group since 2008 (Marcos-Carcavilla et
al. 2008, 2010a, b; Oner et al. 2012; Salces-Ortiz et al.
2013, 2015a, b). A recent functional analysis of the ovine
HSP90AA1 gene (Salces-Ortiz et al. 2015c) has demon-
strated that two linked polymorphisms, a cytosine insertion
(g.667_668insC; rs397514115) and a C to G transversion
(g.660G>C; rs397514116), both located at the promoter
region, are mainly responsible for the observed differences
in the expression rate of the gene in response to heat stress
events. Also in this work, an allele-specific methylation
was found for the adjacent cytosine of the g.660G >C
SNP (rs397514116), which however has not been unequiv-
ocally linked with the observed differences at the transcrip-
tion level.
The aim of the present study was (1) to characterize the
structure and the regulation motifs of the HSP90AA1 promot-
er, (2) to study the methylation pattern of the HSP90AA1
promoter and gene body in several tissues and at different
developmental stages using DNA bisulfite techniques, and
(3) in silico exploration of putative mechanisms involved in
its epigenetic regulation pattern.
Methods
Ethics statement
The current study was carried out under a Project License
from the Instituto Nacional de Investigación y Tecnología
Agraria y Alimentaria (INIA) Scientific Ethic Committee.
Animal manipulations were performed according to the
Spanish Policy for Animal Protection RD 53/2013, which
meets the European Union Directive 86/609 about the protec-
tion of animals used in experimentation. We hereby confirm
that the INIA Scientific Ethic Committee (IACUC) specifical-
ly approved this study.
Animal material and nucleic acid isolation
Samples from different tissues, ages, and ovine breeds were
obtained for this specific study. Sample identification, tissue,
breed, age, genotype, and extraction kit method are described
in Supplemental Table 1. Moreover, blood samples were those
used in Salces-Ortiz and co-workers (Salces-Ortiz et al.
2015b).
PCR and genotyping
Polymerase chain reaction was performed and the resulting
PCR fragments were sequenced as in Salces-Ortiz et al.
(2013). A promoter fragment of 499 bp was obtained, con-
taining 11 polymorphisms (Salces-Ortiz et al. 2015c). Primers
used in the PCR and PCR conditions were previously de-
scribed in Salces-Ortiz et al. (2013) (Supplemental Table 1).
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DNA methylation analysis by sequencing
DNA methylation status was determined using sodium bisul-
fite treatment (Hajkova et al. 2002). Bisulfite treatment was
performed with ≤2 μg of 32 samples of genomic DNA from
different tissues using Epitect Plus Bisulfite Conversion Kit
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) and EZ DNA Methylation-
Gold Kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, USA) following man-
ufacturer’s guidelines.
Genomic DNA and DNA bisulfite-treated concentrations
were determined using a NanoDrop ND-1000 UV/Vis spec-
trophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies Inc., DE, USA).
Primers, PCR of bisulfite-treated DNA, amplicon sizes,
Tm, PCR kits, analysis of fragments, and its potential artifacts
are previously described in Salces-Ortiz et al. (2015c).
To elucidate if epigenetic mark patterns were different
among tissues and ages, we have compared brain, liver, testi-
cle, and sperm from adult rams and heart, testicle, and ovary
from young animals (90 days) (Supplemental Table 1).
To confirm allele-specific methylation, the reverse strand
was analyzed separately with allele-specific sequencing
primers amplifying two fragments (511 and 418 bp) to encom-
pass the promoter region (Hajkova et al. 2002).
Detection and resolution of artifacts in bisulfate
sequencing: re-sequencing and combined bisulfite
restriction analysis
Bisulfite sequencing has been associated with technical diffi-
culties and potential artifacts. Accordingly, we resolved it
firstly by re-sequencing and secondly by RFLP analysis with
restriction enzymes to analyze CpG sites where methylation
was uncertain in PCR products of DNA treated with sodium
bisulfite (Xiong and Laird 1997).
Prediction of CpG island of ovine HSP90AA1 gene
The sequence of the ovine HSP90AA1 gene (DQ983231.1)
was analyzed regarding the length and frequency of CpG di-
nucleotides. Data were obtained from “The Sequence
Manipulation Suite Software: CpG islands” (http://www.
bioinformatics.org/sms/cpg_island.html) (Gardiner-Garden
and Frommer 1987).
Tissue-specific transcripts and RNAseq expression
in ovine and human
The source data used in the study of tissue-specific transcripts
and RNAseq expression of ovine and humanHSP90AA1 gene
is fully available online (http://www.ensembl.org/Ovis_aries;
http://www.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens). Transcript graphics
of the tissues studied were extracted from the Ensembl
database. The differences in RNAseq expression between
tissues were calculated as the ratio of total alignments
(number of alignments + alignments omitted) relative to
total alignments of liver (tissue with the least number of
alignments).
Prediction of putative TFs that bind predicted CpGs
affecting the regulation of alternative splicing
Analyses of T-DMRs were based on different sequenced ge-
nomic regions (three exons and two introns) and several se-
quence motifs containing CpGs. The predicted consensus T-
DMRs were enumerated and compared with the HSP90AA1
sequence using a motif comparison tool (meme.nbcr.net/
meme/cgi-bin/tomtom.cgi). Those TFs that have a similar
structure to CTCF (class zinc coordinating and family ββα–
ZF) were chosen to be candidates for alternative splicing (AS)
regulation (Lorincz et al. 2004).
Distribution of ASSs and putative ESEs
To identify patterns regulating tissue-specific AS, we looked
for ASSs. Also, we looked for any relationship between the
epigenetic mark distribution in putative ESEs (Anastasiadou
et al. 2011). To achieve these objectives, human alternatively
spliced sites and human putative ESEs were identified in the
ovine HSP90AA1 gene sequence using ESEfinder 3.0 soft-
ware (http://rulai.cshl.edu/cgi-bin/tools/ESE3/esefinder.cgi)
(Anastasiadou et al. 2011; Cartegni et al. 2003).
Prediction of G4 in ovine HSP90AA1 gene
QGRS Mapper software (Kikin et al. 2006) was used to pre-
dict composition and distribution of putative G4 in the
HSP90AA1 gene (DQ983231.1). Prediction of G4 structures
was made in both strands.
HSP90AA1 gene sequence showed a great potential to form
G4 structures because it has a G-rich sequence both in the
promoter region and in the gene body. However, to know
the potential contribution of G4 between non-template (in
the reverse strand) and template strand sequences (in the for-
ward strand), both were tested separately (Eddy and Maizels
2008).
Results
HSP90AA1 promoter structure and associated CpG island
In the present work, we have confirmed the presence of a 5′
CGI along the HSP90AA1 gene by predictive analysis. We
have described graphically the location of the CGI extended
through the promoter region, exons, and introns of the associ-
ated gene (Fig. 1). However, this result is insufficient to define
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the boundaries of the CGI. Bisulfite sequencing analysis
allowed us to establish the limits of the CGI in a tissue-
specific manner (see Fig. 2).
The CGI includes core promoter elements like a regula-
tory heat shock element (HSE), a consensus BRE motif,
which is followed by a canonical TATA box (first described
byMarcos-Carcavilla et al. (2008)) and an Inr consensusmotif
which includes one TSS (A+1). They are located precisely at
positions −89, −39, and −30 relative to TSS, respectively.
Furthermore, the CGI is enriched with putative consensus
motif-binding sites such as nine Sp1 (M6 GGGCGGR) at
positions −151, −147, −45, −23, −12, +99, +127, +156, and
+364; two ELK-1 (M3 SCGGAAGY) at positions −271 and
−85 (last one coincides with the HSE sequence); and oneM22
(TGCGCANK) at position −134 (all positions described rela-
tive to the TSS position). Finally, a putative downstream core
promoter element (DPE) at position +46 relative to TSS (po-
sition in the Inr) was found (Supplemental Figs. 1 and 3).
Epigenetic mark patterns
Allele-specific methylation
In our previous work, we had shown that the rs397514116
(g.660G>C) mutation created an allele-specific methylation
(ASM) in blood (Salces-Ortiz et al. 2015c). In the present
work, we have observed on additional tissues studied an
allele-specific hemi-methylation associated with the GG ge-
notype of the rs397514116 (g.660G>C) mutation except in
adult testicle and sperm tissues that are not methylated
(Fig. 2).
Differences among tissues
According to the bisulfite sequencing results, the same CpG
island 5′ border as in blood was found in heart, brain, and
ovary. Regarding epigenetic marks on the gene body, germ
cells like Manchega young ovary and Rasa Aragonesa young
testicle were free of epigenetic marks in exon 2, intron 2, and
exon 3. Conversely, Manchega young testicle, Manchega
adult testicle, and somatic tissues (liver and brain) showed
epigenetic marks that extended part of exon 3 (Fig. 2).
Different CGI epigenetic mark patterns between somatic
tissues of the same individual and similarly in identical somat-
ic tissue types from different individuals have also been ob-
served as in human (Grunau et al. 2000).
Differences between developmental stages (young vs adult)
To determine if differences in the epigenetic mark pattern exist
at different ages, we compared testicle tissue from adult and
young (90 and >90 days) animals and sperm from adults. A
progressive loss of promoter methylation with cell differenti-
ation was observed. Moreover, all epigenetic marks disap-
peared at the promoter of both adult testicle tissue (primarily
composed by mature germ cells) (Bellve et al. 1977; Oakes et
al. 2007) and mature sperm from the ejaculate. In addition, a
Fig. 1 Graphic representation of the ovine HSP90AA1 CpG island
(based on the reference sequence from the NCBI database,
DQ983231.1; 5917 bp). The X axis represents the base pairs, while the
Y axis represents the percentage of GC (data obtained from the Sequence
Manipulation Suite http://www.bioinformatics.org/sms/cpg_island.html).
The putative CpG island spans through the core promoter including the
heat shock element (HSE), TATA box, and initiator element, also the exon
1,intron 1, exon 2, and intron 2 (see top of the figure)
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progressive increase of epigenetic marks in the gene body of
these tissues was addressed (Fig. 2).
Finally, we also observed a similar pattern across CGI from
different individuals of equal age and a different CGI epige-
netic mark pattern between samples at different ages.
Detection and resolution of artifacts in bisulfate
sequencing: re-sequencing and combined bisulfite
restriction analysis
CpG sites at positions −772, −746, −718, −696, −678, and
−671 preceding to rs397514116 (g.660G>C) and site at po-
sition +1447 preceding to 5′ CGI boundary have doubtful
patterns of methylation marks (see Fig. 2). We tried to solve
these doubts with a restriction enzymes assay. CpGs at posi-
tion −746 (only restriction target found and called −746E) and
at position +1447 (called +1447E) have restriction targets to
BstBI enzyme and to TaqI enzyme, respectively.
Based on combined bisulfite restriction analysis
(COBRA), we have observed that the CpG at position
+1447E was hemi-methylated in all tissues analyzed except
for liver. The CpG at position −746E was not methylated in
any somatic or mature sperm tissue analyzed, while it was
hemi-methylated in young testis. However, we could not ob-
tain conclusive results about the methylation status of this
CpG on young ovary samples (Fig. 2).
In silico study of the putative regulating factors
Tissue-specific transcripts and RNAseq expression in ovine
On the basis of the results of tissue-specific transcripts of the
ovine HSP90AA1 gene fully available on public data sources,
we identified a promoter (P1) (described above) and two
alternative promoters (AP2 and AP3). P1 and AP2 have dif-
ferent TSSs and identical open reading frames (ORF). P1 is
active in ovary, cerebrum, and liver, whereas AP2 is active
exclusively in heart (from tissue data available) and AP3 is
only active in testes. Moreover, AP3 exclusively contains a
TSS in exon 5 and the ORF in the middle of exon 6 (Fig. 4),
which defines a transcript of different size in testes compared
to those from other tissues. Furthermore, splicing differences
Fig. 2 Methylation pattern representation of the HSP90AA1 CGI across
different tissues. Identifications (IDs) from tissues are as follows:
M.C.A.B. blood samples from non-stressed adults of Manchega breed,
M.H.S.B. blood samples from heat-stressed adults of Manchega breed,
R.Y.H. heart samples from young animals of Rasa Aragonesa breed,
M.A.B. brain sample from an adult animal of Manchega breed, M.A.L.
liver sample from an adult of Manchega breed, M.Y.O. ovary samples
from young animals of Manchega breed, R.Y.T. testicule samples from
young animals of Rasa Aragonesa breed, M.Y.T. testicule sample from a
young animal of Manchega breed, M.A.T. testicle sample from an adult
animal ofManchega breed, andM.A.S. sperm samples from adult animals
ofManchega breed.Numbers on the top of the figure indicate the position
of the CpG cytosine relative to TSS. CpGs from −582 to +632 positions
relative to TSS are un-methylated (not shown in the figure). The signs at
the bottom of the figure indicate positions at the promoter region of the
gene, exons (E), and introns (I). CpG at position −778 represents the 5′
boundary of the CGI in somatic and non-differentiated germ tissues.
Differentiated germ tissues have no identified CGI border in 5′. CpG at
position +1455 (3′ end) is methylated in all tissues. Patterns of epigenetic
marks are specific of each tissue. The rs397514116 (g.660G > C)
mutation creates an ASM in blood and an Ballele-specific hemi-
methylation^ in somatic and non-differentiated germ tissues.
Differentiated germ tissues have no ASM
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in the transcript structure of brain tissue (exon 5) and testes
tissue (exon 6 and exon 10) were found (see Fig. 4).
On the other hand, according to in silico RNAseq ratio
between tissues, we have seen the greatest expression both
in testis and brain, relatively similar expression rates in heart
and ovary, and the lowest expression in liver (see Fig. 4).
Prediction of putative TFs that bind to the predicted
CpG-containing motifs and that affect the regulation
of alternative splicing
T-DMRs are associated with intragenic regions included with-
in CGIs (Wan et al. 2013). Most of the detected T-DMRs were
located in both introns and exons of the sequence studied here,
exon 2, intron 2, exon 3, and intron 3 (Figs. 2 and 4).
Supplemental Table 2 shows putative transcription factors in-
volved in positive/negative gene splicing regulation associat-
ed with DNA methylation pattern.
Detection of ASS sequences in the HSP90AA1 gene
Two canonical splice signal sequencemotifs were found in the
ovine HSP90AA1 gene. One of them was located in intron 5
with a “donor splice motif” straddling the 3′ end of exon 5 and
the beginning of intron 5 (at position + 2168 relative to TSS).
An “acceptor splice motif” was located at the end of intron 5
(at position +2202). Two “mammalian branch site motifs”
(component in the effective splicing of pre-mRNA) were
located in promoter region (at position −592) and in exon 10
(at position +4011). The other donor splice motif was located
in intron 9 (at position +3557) and an acceptor splice motif
straddling intron 10 and exon 11 (at position +4457 relative to
TSS) (Supplemental Figs. 2 and 3).
Detection of ESEs in the CpG-containing motifs
Methylation of CpGs affect the binding of SR proteins to the
ESE containing CpGs. In the HSP90AA1 sequence, the fol-
lowing nine putative ESEs were predicted in silico: two SF2/
ASF IgM-BRCA1 (at positions −255 and +3133 relative to
TSS), three SRp55 (at positions +10, +23, and +4457), one
SC35 (at position +1695), two SRp40 (at positions +1318 and
3262), and one SF2/ASF SR protein (at position +674). Three
of them include CpG-containing sites in ESEs regions, two
SRp55 in exon 1 (+10 and +23) (TGCGTC) and one SF2/ASF
SR protein in exon 2 (+674) (CAGACGT) (Supplemental
Figs. 2 and 3).
Only in SF2/ASF SR, protein differences were found in the
epigenetic mark patterns in different tissues. A CpG cytosine
at position +678 detected in the SF2/ASF was found to be
hemi-methylated in exon 2 only in sperm (Figs. 2 and 3).
Identification of methyl-CpG for G4 in the HSP90AA1 gene
Our results showed that upstream and downstream regions of
the TSS are G-rich in the reverse strand (non-template strand),
Fig. 3 Graphic representation of ovine HSP90AA1 gene and their putative regulatory motifs related with transcription and splicing processes found in
our in silico study. Every site is numbered relative to the TSS
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where 56G4s with a maximum length of 40 bpwere predicted
(Supplemental Table 3). Only two of them, at positions 2024
and 2142 (Supplemental Table 3), showed a hemi-methylated
CpG in exon 3 (at position +890 relative to TSS) and a meth-
ylated CpG in exon 3 (at position +1016 relative to TSS) in
sperm (Figs. 2 and 3).
In the forward strand (template sequence), 26 G4 se-
quences with a maximum length of 30 bp were predicted.
Two of them had the highest G scores, at position 4556 and
at position 5431 (Supplemental Table 4). One of them, at
position 5431, encompasses the g.660G>C (rs397514116)
mutation (promoter region at position −660 relative to TSS).
The CpG site created by the presence of the G allele of this
mutation is methylated in DNA extracted from blood samples
and hemi-methylated and non-methylated in DNA from other
tissues (Figs. 2 and 3).
Discussion
The frequency of CpG dinucleotides in human genomes is
1 %—less than one quarter of the expected frequency.
Scarano et al. proposed that the CpG deficiency is due to an
increased vulnerability of methyl-cytosines to spontaneously
deaminate to thymine in genomes with CpG cytosine methyl-
ation (Scarano et al. 1967). The majority of CpG cytosines
of the genome are methylated with the exception of those
located inside the CGIs in normal adult somatic tissues
(Bird et al. 1985; Lorincz et al. 2004). The prediction of
CGIs in the genome is based on the expected frequency of
CpGs. The most commonly used CGI detection algorithms
(Gardiner-Garden and Frommer 1987; Takai and Jones
2002) however, are not useful for searching either the exact
position of the CGI boundaries or for the analysis of mature
germ tissues. Bisulfite sequencing analysis allowed us to es-
tablish the limits of the CGI in a tissue-specific manner. 5′ end
of CGI reaches up to promoter in somatic and young germinal
tissues, and 3′ end of CGI reaches up to exon 4 in blood
(Salces-Ortiz et al. 2015c) and heart tissues. It is noteworthy
that the methylation marks disappear in promoter region in
mature germinal tissues, whereas these methylation marks ap-
pear in exon 2 in mature sperm (see Fig. 2). Thus, a study of
methylation patterns of the CpGs constitutes a useful tool not
only for a better mapping of CGIs but also for elucidating its
transcriptional regulatory role in the different regions of the
genes (Deaton and Bird 2011). In this work, evidence of the
CGI associated to the 5′ end of the ovine HSP90AA1 gene in
the tissues studied has allowed us to learn some aspects of the
dynamic role of germ tissue methylation as a result of their
epigenetic reprogramming during gametogenesis (Preveti et
al. 2009). This last is revealed as differences of the methyla-
tion patterns in a tissue-specific way (see Fig. 2).
CGIs are transcriptional regulatory structures (Deaton and
Bird 2011) where the transcription is initiated from multiple
Fig. 4 Tissue-specific transcripts from the ovine and human HSP90AA1
genes. Only tissues analyzed in the present work and their reverse strands
are shown. The arrow indicates the direction of transcription. P1
(promoter), AP2, and AP3 (alternative promoters 2 and 3) indicate the
type of promoter. Graphical representation by crosses of the each
expression ratio is based on total alignments of RNAseq data (number
of alignments + alignments omitted) with respect to the total alignments
of liver (which is the tissue with the least number of alignments)
(available at http://www.ensembl.org/Ovis_aries and http://www.
ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens)
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transcription-binding sites (Carninci et al. 2006) in contrast to
the transcription at TATA core promoter that occurs from a
single site or localized cluster of sites (Butler and Kadonaga
2002). A hybrid structure of the HSP90AA1 gene promoter
has been confirmed since it contains a TATA box and a CGI.
These structures provide promoters with a dual transcriptional
behavior. The TATA box+ Inr (synergistic configuration) and
the HSE complex can direct a “strong transcription” initiation
in response to heat shock events. The CGI may also function
in concert with the “basal transcription” factors to mediate the
induced and constitutive expressions of the gene (Butler and
Kadonaga 2002). TATA-containing genes are often highly
regulated by biotic or stress stimuli, while TATA-less pro-
moters with or without CGI are frequently involved in basic
housekeeping (HK) processes (Basehoar et al. 2004; Kimura
et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2007). This dual behavior could
explain the fact that the HSP90AA1 gene is more inducible
than its constitutive counterpart, the HSP90AB1, which
has non-canonical core promoter elements associated with
a 5 ′ end CGI (ENSOARG00000009343). In fact,
HSP90AB1 is more stable under thermo-neutral and heat
stress conditions than HSP90AA1 and several commercial
HK tested in previous works of our group (Salces-Ortiz et
al. 2013; Serrano et al. 2011).
In a previous work (Salces-Ortiz et al. 2015c), an ASM
caused by a C to G transversion (rs397514116) in DNA
extracted from blood samples was detected. In this current
work, other somatic and immature germ tissues were ana-
lyzed. A general allele-specific “hemi-methylation” and
“no methylation” of mature germ tissues was assessed
(Fig. 2). These results confirm that the allele-specific meth-
ylation is also a tissue-specific event, and therefore, the
different patterns observed could play an important role
in the gene expression regulation (Chuang et al. 2013).
Additional information could be provided by the CpGs at
positions −772, −746, −718, −696, −678, and −671 pre-
ceding the rs397514116 (g.660G>C) and the CpG at po-
sition −633. However, the results of the COBRA assay
(Zhenggang and Laird 1997), in particular at the CpG site
(−746), led us to think that the methylation patterns ob-
served are potential artifacts of the bisulfite sequencing
technique. This can be due to the fact that some prepara-
tions can be more resistant to bisulfite conversion than
others, even though the same DNA isolation protocol was
used, or due to different residual amounts of protein in the
DNA samples (Warnecke et al. 2002). Furthermore, some
sequences within a fully converted region are often resis-
tant to a “powerful methylation,” in particular cytosines
located immediately 5′, in our case, the CpG at position
−633 that is always methylated both in somatic and imma-
ture germ tissues. This type of non-conversion sequence
may involve the formation of a stable secondary structure
around the methylated CpG site, creating a localized region
of dsDNA and preventing the access by bisulfite (Fig. 2;
Warnecke et al. 2002).
There are several genome-wide studies that endorse the
relationship between T-DMRs and gene expression, both in
differentiated tissues (Song et al. 2005; Rakyan et al. 2008; De
Bustos et al. 2009) and in pluripotent cells (Meissner et al.
2008). Other investigators have focused on CGI methylation
in the gene body. These works suggest that gene body meth-
ylation has the potential to suppress transcriptional noise or
repress spurious transcription (Huh et al. 2013), to repress the
activity of intragenic promoters (Maunakea et al. 2010), to
initiate the formation of chromatin structure that affects the
transcription elongation (Lorincz et al. 2004), and to promote
transcription pausing (Shukla et al. 2011). Recent evidence
also suggests that gene body methylation is involved in splic-
ing (Jones 2012). Maunakea and colleagues surveyed DNA
methylation patterns across the genome in human brain tissue.
They found that 34 % of CGIs in gene bodies are methylated
compared with 16 % of all CGIs and just 2 % of CGIs at 5′
promoters. Importantly, the tissue-specific DNA methylation
is much more common at CGIs in gene bodies than those in 5′
promoters (Maunakea et al. 2010).
Gene body methylation patterns detected here (Fig. 2) pro-
vide us information that could help explain the role of epige-
netic marks in the differences in expression rate and in the type
of transcripts across the tissues observed (Fig. 4). First, the
markedly different gene body methylation patterns in heart
and ram testes correlate with the lowest and highest
HSP90AA1 transcriptional activities, respectively (both ovine
and human expression online data; Fig. 4). Second, the pres-
ence of alternative transcripts supports the role for gene body
methylation in regulating the use of tissue-specific alternative
promoters (AP2 and AP3 detected for HSP90AA1)
(Maunakea et al. 2010) which contribute to regulate the tran-
scriptional complexity of the gene (Kimura et al. 2006;
Landry et al. 2003). And third, five transcript isoforms and
three protein isoforms were found in a tissue-specific manner
(Fig. 4). Although HSP90AA1 has its highest expression in
brain and testis (Csermely et al. 1998), we cannot consider it a
tissue-specific gene (Meissner et al. 2008) due to its ubiqui-
tous expression (Liu et al. 2014). Instead, when the CGI pro-
moter is active, gene expression regulation is tissue-specific
favored by the connection between alternative promoters, al-
ternative splicing, and DNA epigenetic marks (Huang et al.
2010; Manley and Tacke 1996; Previti et al. 2009). This effect
is revealed as a tissue-specific alternative splicing being, in
our case, the differences observed in testicular and brain tran-
scripts (Fig. 4). These findings could support the evidence that
alternative promoters influence alternative splicing processes
shown in other species (Pecci et al. 2001).
Alternative splicing is an efficient, accurate, and essential
co-transcriptional process (Pandya-Jones and Black 2009) to
ensure proper gene expression (Cartegni and Krainer 2003).
In silico analysis of regulatory and structural motifs
This process may be affected by the impact of CpG methyla-
tion on the conformational structure of the DNA sequence
(Anastasiadou et al. 2011). At this point, one of the aims of
this work was to study the effect of methylation on the binding
of splicing factors and splicing regulatory elements in the
ovine HSP90AA1 gene body.
On the one hand, comparative analysis of T-DMRs at the
HSP90AA1 gene revealed groups of binding motifs and puta-
tive TFs associated with negative regulation or exon exclu-
sion, positive regulation, or exon inclusion and both mecha-
nisms in sperm cells (Supplementary Table 2). If we consider
that the predominant cells of adult testicle are spermatozoa
(Bellve et al. 1977; Oakes et al. 2007), then these results
may confirm that differential DNA methylation gives rise to
negative regulation of alternative splicing in testicle.
Moreover, it would support the role of intragenic epigenetic
marks in regulating AP and AS in the HSP90AA1 gene body.
Therefore, the regulation of transcription in testis is very dif-
ferent from other tissues, as observed here, precisely because
of the use of an AP (AP2) (Kimura et al. 2006).
On the other hand, the information provided by the detec-
tion of canonical alternative splicing sites (Supplementary
Fig. 2)—two donor splice sites (in brown), two acceptor splice
sites (in green), and two branch sites (in blue)—would be
consistent with alternative splicing events in spermatic tissue
(Figs. 3 and 4).
Finally, SR proteins are a conserved family of proteins,
involved in both constitutive and alternative splicing, that act
like splicing enhancers and/or silencers (Manley and Tacke
1996) recognizing cis-elements or ESEs with their corre-
sponding putative sequence motifs containing CpGs. They
are particularly important when AS is involved (Cartegni et
al. 2003). In our work, we found a putative ESE in exon 2
(Supplemental Fig. 2) that contains a differentially hemi-
methylated cytosine at position +678 relative to TSS in sperm
(Figs. 2 and 3). This finding could be consistent with gene
regulation by introducing a mark that influences binding of a
SR protein, SF2/ASF, that recognizes CpG-containing ESE.
Therefore, SF2/ASF might have a regulatory role in alterna-
tive splicing synergistically with DNA methylation in sper-
matic tissue (Shukla et al. 2011;Wan et al. 2013). In summary,
in silico results reveal that the distribution of CpGmethylation
and sequence motifs could be associated with splicing events
in sperm tissue.
The formation of G4 within gene promoters can modify/
influence their expression regulation (Eddy and Maizels
2008). Regions with a potential to form G4 have been identi-
fied within the promoters of several proto-oncogenes, includ-
ing c-MYC and c-KIT (Siddiqui-Jain et al. 2002; Rankin et al.
2005). The presence of G4 motifs in promoters of oncogenes,
such as MYC and RAS, fueled efforts to develop small-
molecule ligands that would bind to a postulated G4 and
downregulate gene expression (Balasubramanian et al.
2011). Moreover, G4 structures could be involved in tran-
scription inhibition by the presence of close DNA methyla-
tion. Hardin and colleagues (Hardin et al. 1993) showed that
G4-containing methylated CpGs had higher stability in vitro.
A more recent in vitro analysis suggests that CpGmethylation
can greatly increase the thermal stability of a G4 formed in the
P1 promoter of the Bcl-2 oncogene (Lin et al. 2013). In our in
silico study, the upstream region of TSS in the template strand
(Supplemental Fig. 4) showed one potential G4 at position
5431 (Supplemental Table 4) which includes the g.660G>C
(rs397514116) mutation (Fig. 3). This putative G4 structure
should be stabilized when the cytosine of the CpG is meth-
ylated (Lin et al. 2013). This result could explain, in addi-
tion to the regulatory methylation mechanism itself, the
expression differences observed between g.660G>C al-
leles (Salces-Ortiz et al. 2015c). If G4 motifs do contribute
to the epigenetic regulation by enabling epigenetic marks
to be reset upon replication, then genes that respond rapid-
ly to external stimuli would be predicted to be G4 enriched
(Maizels and Gray 2013). This should be the case of the
HSP90AA1 gene in which a quick and high upregulation is
induced as response to heat stress events.
Moreover, a G4 structure within the gene body could play a
role in regulation of splicing events (Kikin et al. 2006).
Factors associated with RNA processing, including hnRNP
D, CBF, the UP1 derived from hnRNPA1, and the nucleolin,
bind G4 DNA through their conserved RNA-recognition mo-
tif and RNA-binding domain (RRM/RBD) regions (Dempsey
et al. 1999; Zhang et al. 2006). This raises the possibility that
G4 conformations in RNA transcripts may enhance binding
by factors that promote RNA processing and thus stimulate
splicing or transport of specific transcripts (Eddy and Maizels
2008). The HSP90AA1 non-template strand is G4-rich down-
stream of the TSS (Supplemental Fig. 3), but only in two of
them, and in sperm cells, epigenetic marks have been detect-
ed. A G4 containing a hemi-methylated CpG in E3 at position
+890 and a G4 including a methylated CpG in E3 at position
+1016 in sperm have been predicted (Fig. 3). Therefore, G4
and methylation would constitute another regulatory mecha-
nism of splicing events.
To summarize, we can confirm that a CGI has been detect-
ed in the ovine HSP90AA1 gene, which confers its promoter
with a particular constitutive and inductive transcriptional be-
haviors to cope, in an optimal way, with the large number of
roles in which this gene is involved. The methylation patterns
of the CGI assessed have led us to speculate about the possible
role of epigenetic marks in the regulation of the gene expres-
sion and alternative splicing in several tissue types.
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